Minutes of the EuroLLVM 2016 "LLVM Foundation" BoF

**Discussion of GPLv2**

What about website commitment to exiting UIUC licens
Question of non existence of SW patents in EU
A. Issue is HW patents
Intention to ask all existing contributors to relicense.
  Particular problem of deceased contributors
  May have to revert and reimplement
  Including deriv3d code
Explanation of why contribution can cause patent problems
  See Apache FAQ for more details
  Explain exceptions do not modify underlying license
Request to do in the open as much as possible
  Important for LLVM Foundation credibility
Suggestion for separate mailing list
  But can't have legal discussion in open
  But can we have published minutes?
Why not just become part of Apache Foundation?
  Rest of Apache does not fit. E.g running EuroLLVM.

**Summary**:
Tell the foundation if you are still blocked.
Email board@llvm.org
llvm.org/

**Code of Conduct**
Out of time. Read and comment online

**Women in Compilers**

Ideas:
  Mentor network of women
  Support women at conferences
  Grow compilers at existing women in CS conferences
Suggestions:
  Work from maths direction where women are more engaged
  Want to run bias-busting sessions
  Look at other orgs e.g Python Foundation